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Dear readers
Integrating the French company 
D2T into the FEV Group is the next 
step for the FEV Group. Identifying 
complementary strengths and com-
petencies, expanding our product 
portfolio, and bringing together 
people from diff erent companies 
and cultures represent the integra-
tion steps that will position the FEV 
Group as a leading manufacturer of 
test systems and allow the company 
to flexibly and more comprehensive-
ly meet the demands of our global 
customers. Combined, more than 
400 employees now develop and 
distribute measurement and testing 
products, test benches and even 
complex test centers. These employ-
ees also provide service, repair and 
maintenance of test equipment. 

In an interview with Laurent Dubosc 
(Head of Test Systems, D2T France), 
you experience how we imagine the 
combined use of both company’s 
products. The primary objective for 
both companies is to off er the best 
solution for our customers – the best 
of two worlds.

Modern test centers generate enor-
mous amounts of data. FEVFlex is a 
new soft ware product that connects 
employees with test field informa-

tion. FEVFlex off ers eff icient and 
intuitive operating functions that 
enables employees to easily retrieve 
and store “on the job” information.

As the newest member of our TOPEX-
PERT Suite, the central FEV platform 
for innovative calibration tools, the 
DoE tool “FEVCal” can reduce test 
times by up to 80 percent. FEVCal 
also enables desktop calibration 
(from Road to Rig to your Desktop). 

At the Center for Mobile Propulsion 
(CMP) in Aachen, two spatially sepa-
rated test rigs have, for the first time, 
been coupled in real-time, allowing 
the creation of a virtual powertrain 
in which an internal combustion 
engine in one test cell could be 
operated with a transmission in a 
second test cell. This technology 
enables the realization of a “Road 
to Rig” approach at a much earlier 
development stage and is especially 
beneficial in the realization of com-
plex hybrid powertrains. 

You can learn more about this, as 
well as the latest details about the 
combined D2T and FEV product 
portfolio in this issue of SPECTRUM. 

Dr.-Ing. Albert Haas
Group Vice President
Test Systems

TITLE



With the acquisition of D2T, FEV has developed into a leading international test system provider with a global network 
to meet local demand. The global network of the FEV Group comprises 35 subsidiaries and development centers all 
over the world, including more than 170 test benches for various applications. Globally, the Test Systems division 
will be headed by Dr. Albert Haas.  In this capacity, he will coordinate and be responsible for the test systems related 
activities within FEV’s regional units in Europe, the USA, China, India, South Korea and Japan. 
Laurent Dubosc will be responsible for the development of D2T test systems in France, while Philippe Lacassagne 
will lead the global sales activities and be responsible for business development. “These measures will improve 
our global e� iciency but will have no impact on our customers or our individual business partners as it relates to 
their daily interactions with us,” promises Prof. Stefan Pischinger, President and CEO of FEV Group. 

With the acquisition of D2T, FEV has developed into a leading international test system provider with a global network With the acquisition of D2T, FEV has developed into a leading international test system provider with a global network 
to meet local demand. The global network of the FEV Group comprises 35 subsidiaries and development centers all 

What are the customer benefits of the acquisition?

Dubosc: The combination of the D2T and FEV portfolios, the 
resulting combination of the teams for product development, 
project engineering and service will enable us to serve our 
customers even better in the future. The most important 
information for all of the existing customers of both D2T 
and FEV, is likely that we will continue the product lines of 
both companies.

Haas: That’s correct, all of the existing product lines will 
be maintained. In order to ensure ongoing support and 
development of our products, we intend to use all of our 
various business locations in Europe and the existing ca-
pacities there.  set a diff erent emphasis for each location in 
Europe – according to their respective competencies – and, 
in doing so, to manage and promote products from our 

joint portfolio. And in this regard, the core competence for 
the original D2T products will remain in Trappes. In order to 
ensure eff icient development of our products, these sites – 
depending strongly on their existing expertise – will supervise 
and promote various specialties and, thus, products of our 
joint portfolio. The core competency of the original D2T 
products in Trappes will remain.

Products and services that seamlessly integrate 
into the service portfolio,” – that is the o� icial 
wording. Can you briefly sketch the product line 
extensions?

Haas: FEV’s product portfolio is extended by the D2T I/O 
modules. The MIO F01 complements our FEVIS combustion 
analysis system: when 
used together with an 
engine-mounted speed 
sensor, the module pro-
vides synchronization 
signals. Additionally, the 
MIO series is an alterna-
tive data acquisition module to FEV’s IntegRate. The modules 
can be integrated via modern EtherCAT technology into FEV’s 
TCM automation system.

What is the product line extension for D2T?

Dubosc: D2T’s portfolio is extended by FEV’s renowned 
conditioning unit products and as well as by air flow and 
blow-by measurement systems. The test data evaluation 
software FEVALYS supplements the existing Morphee ap-
plications for light and heavy duty emission cycles. In 
addition, our combined supplier network enables us to 
offer application specific dynamometers, inverters, and 
sensors. The whole range will now include eddy-current 
brakes, asynchronous machines, as well as highly dynamic 
synchronous machines. 

You already mentioned the roles and functions of 
the European locations. What will be the global 
effect of the acquisition?

Dubosc: Especially in the core markets in which 
D2T is traditionally strong – for example, in Ko-
rea – D2T products will remain the preferred 
option. The various products of D2T and FEV 

will continue to be used, depending on the respective core 
markets and customers. The objective of the coming years 
is to continue the product development by using the full 
synergy of both companies.

How will these products look and will there be a 
special emphasis? 

Haas: The products in the fields of test field management, 
automation and combustion analysis are of significant 
strategic importance to us. In the coming years, the im-
portance of these disciplines as well as the requirements 
will constantly increase. We will emphasize maximizing the 
compatibility of successor systems with regard to interfaces, 
configuration data, and the reusability of data structures 

and content in order to offer 
the maximum benefit to our 
existing customers.

JOINING FORCES FOR CUSTOMER SUCCESS
LAURENT DUBOSC AND ALBERT HAAS TALK ABOUT THE GOALS OF THE 
D2T-ACQUISITION AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR THE TEST SYSTEMS BUSINESS. 

WE WILL CONTINUE THE PRODUCT 
LINES OF BOTH COMPANIES

THE IMPORTANCE OF TEST 
FIELD MANAGEMENT, AUTOMA-
TION AND COMBUSTION ANALY-
SIS WILL CONSTANTLY INCREASE
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THE BEST OF TWO WORLDS
HOW FEV AND D2T EXTEND AND REINFORCE THEIR CAPABILITIES

Simulation, automation and controls
With the automation systems FEV TCM and D2T Morphee, FEV’s TOM controller, and 
the FEVALYS post processor D2T and FEV provide integrated and reliable controls for 
test cell operation. FEV Test System’s traditional focus is engine, transmission, and 
driveline testing for R&D, function development, friction investigations, durability and 
end of line testing. D2T’s focus is engine R&D, automation and simulation. Moreover, 
Morphee  adds further applications for chassis roller dynos and battery testing. The 
latter fits seamlessly into the existing hybrid testing experience of FEV. In addition, 
FEV offers experience in real-time networking component test bench (Virtual Shaft), 
from which D2T now benefits.
In the future, the FEV Group will offer both automation systems, favoring the D2T-I /O 
modules to measuring. At the same time, the existing compatibility will be maintained 
with third-party systems installed previously. Furthermore, the FEV Group offers a 
model-based collaborative framework, which covers the entire V-cycle starting with 
MiL, via HiL to components and system testing.

Engineering
FEV’s decades of experience in performing turn-key test center projects will be expanded 
to include  D2Ts competencies in chassis dynamometers and battery test benches, 
as well as a variety of additional measurement, test and dyno systems.  As a result, 
the FEV Group is now in the position to offer individualized, yet standard, test bench 
solutions with full turn-key capability for almost every application and demand. 

Test field management 
FEVFlex test field management system and the FEVALYS data analysis software rep-
resent highly integrated, rapid and user-friendly solutions for data processing in test 
field operation.  In addition, to assure automatic execution and evaluation of emission 
cycles, FEVALYS is able to process data from FEV TCM as well as from D2T Morphee 
automation. 

FEV is reinforced by 
• applications for battery testing and 

chassis roller dynos
• extension of portfolio by D2T  

measurement modules
• simulation tools 

FEV acquires competencies in 
• chassis roller and battery test 

benches 
• further measurement, test and dyno 

systems

D2T is reinforced by
• integrated solutions for transmission 

and driveline testing
• hybrid competence
• real time connection of component 

test benches

D2T acquires competencies in
• planning and consulting of turn key 

solutions
• execution of turn-key projects

D2T is reinforced by
• evaluation of emission cycles 

Conditioning and measurement systems
FEV‘s broad range of measurement and conditioning systems features robust and 
high-precision tools with unique measurement principles and calibration routines. 
Many of these systems can now be integrated into the D2T Morphee automation system, 
thus complementing the D2T product portfolio. The emission measurement system 
FEVER, the FuelCon fuel conditioning and the AirRate combustion air measurement 
systems will be capable of operating with both the TCM and Morphee automation 
systems using proven interfaces. In addition, FEV’s long lasting experience in use and 
development of emission test systems enables FEV to offer emission bundle compe-
tences necessary for the emission testing during homologation.

FEV is reinforced by 
• integration of FEV products into D2T 

Morphee

D2T adds 
• FEV products to its portfolio 
• emission testing for homologation to its 

portfolio

Data acquisition and indication
FEV FEVIS with its easy to use and intuitive user interface enables for efficient imple-
mentation of workflows. Even dual logging procedures – i.e. event based measurement
triggered in parallel to regular measurements – do not compromise accuracy of the
measurement. Furthermore, D2T’s powerful electronics allows in-vehicle-indication
during combustion analysis. In the future, FEVIS will be offered with D2T amplifiers
while full compatibility to third party products will be maintained.

FEV acquires competencies in  
• in-vehicle indication
• robust  D2T hardware

D2T acquires competencies in
• test field management
• powerful FEV software

Software and DoE
With D2T ICE² and FEV FEVcal, the FEV Group offers powerful tools for automated 
model-based calibration that minimize testing efforts via targeted use of DoE meth-
ods. More than 400 FEV specialists in more than 35 locations around the globe and 
implement these solutions and offer them to our customers. 

Dynamometers 
The spectrum of dynamometers that is offered now covers both eddy-current 
brakes and asynchronous machines as well as highly-dynamic synchronous ma-
chines. In combination with powerful controllers, almost every load profile can be 
simulated in the test bench – even cornering with all-wheel-drive vehicles. 

TEST SYSTEMS BY FEV AND D2T TEST SYSTEMS BY FEV AND D2T
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FEV contact
Davy Politsch

politsch@fev.com
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BLOW-BY GASES AS INDICATOR OF AN 
ENGINE’S CONDITION

TEST SYSTEMS HARDWARE: MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

The FEV BlowByRate device makes easy determination 
of the condition of valve guides, piston rings, pistons 
and cylinder walls possible without engine disassembly.
The system provides conclusions about possible wear 
by measuring the blow-by gas quantity.  blow-by gases 
generally pass out of the cylinder via leaks - for example at 
the pistons, piston rings and/or valve guides - or through 
the bearings and bearing seals into the crankcase and 
escape through the crankcase ventilation.  A significant 
increase or decrease in the blow-by gas volume can indi-
cate engine damage, more rapid piston ring run-in wear, 
or liner scoring due to deposits.  By recognizing changes 
in the engine early, testing periods can be shortened and 
significant damage can be potentially prevented.  Early 
detection also helps to avoid the introduction of major 
defects in test vehicles, since such problems can now be 
identified in earlier phases.

Continuous measurement, easy 
communication with automation systems

The FEV BlowByRate works using the diff erential pressure prin-
ciple. The blow-by gas is passed through a measuring tube that 

contains an aperture at its center, which creates a flow-de-
pendent pressure diff erence that is dependent upon the blow 
by-quantity. The resulting flow-dependent pressure diff erence 
is monitored by a diff erential pressure sensor that is processed 
in the evaluation unit. 
The measurement results are output via an RS232, USB interface 
or via analog channels.

FEV BLOWBYRATE DETERMINES THE MECHANICAL CONDITION OF THE ENGINE 
BY MONITORING THE BLOW-BY-AMOUNT

INFO

Operation purpose of blow-by measurement: 

  Engine development: Improvement in the areas piston 
rings, pistons, and cylinder liners 

  Engine production: Diff erences of blow-by that are 
above average, normally indicate manufacturing 
defects 

  Engine maintenance:  A simple evaluation of the run-in 
progress by monitoring blow-by

  Stationary engines: Early indication of changes via 
continuous monitoring of the engine, avoiding more 
significant damage

INFO

Modular FEV BlowByRate system 
components

  Evaluation unit

  Measuring tube with aperature

  Mounting plate

  Vibration damper

  Connecting hoses between the vibration damper and 
measuring tube

  Adapter parts between measuring tube and connecting hose

  Optional pressure sensor for the measurement of crankcase 
pressure, manifold vacuum, diff erential pressure ∆p, intake 
manifold / crankcase

Written by:
Dr. Jan Widdershoven

widdershoven@fev.com

To avoid an influence of drift  in the diff erential pressure sensor 
on the measured results, two solenoid valves are installed 
between the pressure sensor and the aperture measuring tube 
enabling automatic zeroing. The sensor inputs to the diff eren-
tial pressure sensor can be switched at regular intervals to the 
environment and the time period between two null points is 
adjustable. However, the high quality of the device limits the 
need for frequent zeroing, allowing continuous measurements 
over long periods of operation.

Robust, reliable, and accurate

The FEV BlowByRate is characterized by a robust, reliable con-
struction and precise blow-by measurement - despite the con-
tamination that is entrained in the blow-by gas. An integrated 
display shows the current blow-by value, the measuring range 
and any error messages. Range changes are easily achieved 
using the membrane keypad. The FEV BlowByRate can be 
easily calibrated by the operator, and aperture changes can be 
achieved without tools.
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TEST SYSTEMS HARDWARE: TEST BENCHESTEST SYSTEMS HARDWARE: TEST BENCHES

FEV-SonderprüfständeTEST SYSTEMS HARDWARE: TEST BENCHES

Injection test benches Optical test benches Flow test benches 
Used to analyze port flow performance and 
global in-cylinder swirl/tumble levels from 
small passenger car to commercial application.

Off er a more detailed understanding of the flow 
field in the cylinder through 3D-Particle Image 
Velocimetry (PIV) and are used to investigate 
flow stability and various swirl/tumble related 
phenomena. 

Turbocharger friction loss test cell
Used to measure the mechanical 

losses in turbocharger bearings

Used for both diesel and gasoline engines to 
quantify injector shot-to-shot variations and 
leakage 

TARGETED OPTIMIZATION
FEV CUSTOMIZED TEST BENCHES FOR FLOW INVESTIGATION, INJECTION AND 
TURBOCHARGING

The increasingly stringent emission legislation and requirements related to fuel consumption reduction not only 
influence the powertrain but also their testing processes and methods. These become increasingly complex and 
must be specifically designed for the targeted optimization of internal combustion engines. FEV o� ers customized 
test benches for the development process and end-of-line inspection to meet these challenging targets. “These 
special test benches are the result of years of research and extensive experience in powertrain development as 
well as development and use of the corresponding testing tools,” explains Dr.-Ing. Alexander Tolga Uhlmann, De-
partment Manager Thermodynamic Simulation & TC Development at FEV. “Each test bench is precisely adapted 
to the customer’s requirements and delivered as a turn-key product.” 

FEV’s turbocharger friction loss test bench

Turbocharger bearing friction losses impact the overall turbo-
charger performance. Therefore, an in-depth understanding of 
bearing systems and their characteristics is essential in order 
to drive future improvements. One important tool for these 
investigations is FEV’s turbocharger friction loss test bench. In 
contrast to more typical turbocharger test procedures, in which 
performance maps are measured on a hot gas test bench, the 
compressor and turbine wheels are removed from the Turbo-
charger shaft  on the friction loss test bench in order to measure 
only the mechanical losses. “Turbine eff iciencies measured on a 
hot gas test bench do not reflect the pure aerodynamic values 
because they are superimposed by adiabatic eff ects and me-
chanical losses”, explains 
Uhlmann regarding the 
disadvantages of such 
testing.

Test results

Results for a passenger car turbocharger present a speed sweep 
at standard oil condition of TOil=90 °C. A quadratic dependency 
of friction loss vs. turbocharger speed was detected. Further-
more, the dependency of the friction power on oil temperature 
is shown for three discrete turbocharger speeds. This outcome 
also illustrates the challenge of this test device: i.e. high speeds 
(n>120,000 1/min) with very low friction power below 300 W. 
For lower speeds in passenger car applications extremely low 
friction torque below 0.005 Nm has to be resolved.

AN IN-DEPTH UNDERSTANDING OF BEARING SYSTEMS AND 
THEIR CHARACTERISTICS IS ESSENTIAL FOR FUTURE 
IMPROVEMENTS

INFO

Capabilities of the friction loss test bench

   Maximum speed (turbocharger):
 ▷ Passenger car: 140,000 rpm
 ▷ Heavy Duty: 80,000 rpm

  Maximum bearing power loss: 
 ▷ Passenger car: ~ 1.2 kW 
 ▷ Heavy duty: ~ 2.5 kW

  Oil temperature range: 40 - 110°C
   Coolant Temperature range: 40 - 100°C
  Thrust load range: - 100 to + 100 N

The testing setup 

An electrical drive with active magnetic bearings is connected 
with a torque sensor to the compressor side of the turbocharger 
shaft . Data transfer is performed telemetrically. The velocity and 
shaft  raceway are monitored with optical sensors. As a special 
feature the axial force on the shaft  may also be monitored and 
varied via a linear motor as may the oil temperature and, op-
tionally, the cooling water.

Written by:
Bruno Funken

funken@fev.com

Le� : examplary measurement with dependency in speed and oil temperature at fixed speeds. 
Right: Turbo charger friction test bench schematics

chanical losses”, explains 

FEV special test benches
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VIRTUAL TEST BENCH CONNECTION

VIRTUAL SYSTEM CONNECTION, 
REAL RESULTS
“VIRTUAL SHAFT” INCREASES THE EFFICIENCY OF HYBRID 
POWERTRAIN DEVELOPMENT

The test e� ort of modern hybrid drives is 
significantly higher when compared 
to conventional powertrains. The 
main reason for this lies in the 
higher number and com-
plexity of the components. 
At the same time, current 
trends in powertrain de-
velopment – for example, 
”road to rig“ approaches 
– result in the movement of 
significant portions of the 
development process from 
the vehicle to the test bench 
and, thus, into earlier project 
phases. New solutions must be 
found to manage this increasing 
test complexity and to accelerate 
development cycles. Against this back-
ground, FEV and the Institute for Combustion 
Engines of the RWTH Aachen University (VKA) have 
collaborated in the development of an important new tool 
called the ”virtual sha� ” at the RWTH Center for Mobile 
Propulsion (CMP). This development was funded by the 
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinscha�  (DFG).

From component testing to system 
testing

“In conventional development processes complexity increases 
step-wise as we move from a single component up to system 
testing in the vehicle“, Dr. Albert Haas, Group Vice President 
test systems at FEV, explains. “First the dynamometer, the en-
gine and the gear drive are tested in separate test cells. The 
real interactions between the diff erent components, though, 
cannot be evaluated until composite system testing can be 
accomplished on a full powertrain test bench.” This step requires 
not only a change in the test environment, but also mechanical 

and delays, which are given, based on the standard components 
that are used. At this point, the target is to minimize transient 
deviations of speed and torque.

Safely avoid damage

Networking the test cells with the virtual shaft  of-
fers some significant advantages: In addition to 
saving time, these mainly include the provision of 
a protected test environment and high number 
of monitoring options for the individual test ob-
jects. With this scenario, damage to prototypes 
can be eff ectively prevented. In addition, the 
virtual shaft  allows the combination of hybrid 
powertrains that are mechanically incompatible and 
would otherwise have to be extensively adapted. “The 
virtual shaft  makes a valuable contribution to handling 
the increasing complexity of modern hybrid drives and 
provides the opportunity to make the development process 
more eff icient,” Haas concludes.

modifications and soft ware changes. Therefore, this is usually 
performed in a later development phase, where either a vehicle 
or a complete powertrain is needed.

Virtual powertrain with real time network 
at CMP

In order to achieve significant time and cost reduction in the 
development process, FEV and VKA have implemented the virtual 
shaft  between two test benches at CMP. The dynamometers 
in both test benches are controlled in a way that achieves the 
equivalent system behavior of a real mechanical shaft  with low 
mass inertia and high rigidity.
The test environment consists of spatially separated test bench-
es, which are real-time connected by a real-time deterministic 
EtherCAT connection. This communication protocol ensures low 
communication latencies at all times. The controller layout of 
the virtual shaft  is realized considering the actual step responses 

THE VIRTUAL SHAFT MAKES A 
VALUABLE CONTRIBUTION TO 
HANDLING THE INCREASING 
COMPLEXITY OF MODERN HYBRID 
POWERTRAINS

Virtual sha�  between two test beds

Written by:
Thomas Huth

huth@vka.rwth-aachen.de

The test e� ort of modern hybrid drives is 
significantly higher when compared 
to conventional powertrains. The 
main reason for this lies in the 
higher number and com-
plexity of the components. 
At the same time, current 
trends in powertrain de-
velopment – for example, 
”road to rig“ approaches 
– result in the movement of 
significant portions of the 
development process from 
the vehicle to the test bench 
and, thus, into earlier project 
phases. New solutions must be 
found to manage this increasing 
test complexity and to accelerate 
development cycles. Against this back-
ground, FEV and the Institute for Combustion 
Engines of the RWTH Aachen University (VKA) have 

and delays, which are given, based on the standard components 
that are used. At this point, the target is to minimize transient 

Networking the test cells with the virtual shaft  of-

virtual shaft  allows the combination of hybrid 
powertrains that are mechanically incompatible and 
would otherwise have to be extensively adapted. “The 
virtual shaft  makes a valuable contribution to handling 
the increasing complexity of modern hybrid drives and 
provides the opportunity to make the development process Written by:

Thomas Huth
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TEST FIELD MANAGEMENT 4.0

TEST SYSTEMS SOFTWARE: TEST FIELD MANAGEMENT

Easy to use

FEVFlex as a central information system provides a highly 
eff icient and highly integrated solution that both connects 
employees with information and preserves it. The central 
feature of FEVFlex is extremely simple operation. "Within 15 
minutes, the employee knows 90 percent of the functions," 
explains Kurt Zimmer, project manager at FEV, "Full-text search 
capability – similar to Google – and completely customizable 
storage and use of information enables the level of autonomy 
expected by the user.

E� icient test information management has become an important pillar in shortening 
development cycles. In addition to the important question of how to more e� iciently 

use test facilities and prototypes, the use of knowledge capital is increasingly becoming a key productivity factor. 
Future state-of-the-art test facility operation will require e� icient resource management (both machines and hu-
man resources). Here, cross-linking of information and sta�  is one of the key strategies. In dynamic areas of activity 
with rapidly changing requirements, it is o� en a problem for the employee to find current and relevant information. 
Users must be able to save the knowledge they gain "on the job".

Written by:
Jürgen Schnitzler

schnitzler_j@fev.com

Contact:
Christoph Donker
donker@fev.com

Easy and fast analysis and reporting

Graphical representations of all activities provide the user 
with a quick overview. In addition, detailed statistical analysis 
allows assessment of the optimization potential in the current 
processes. Based on this information, FEVFlex supports the test 
field planner, allowing them to plan upcoming projects more 
eff ectively and, thus, optimize the usage of resources. Moreover, 
the maintenance intervals of resources and test objects can, as 
well, be taken into account during the planning. A detailed task 
definition supports the production process – from the design of 
the components to the configuration of the automation systems.

Importer

Test field management: Measurement  data processing 

FEVFLEX: EFFECTIVELY AND EASILY CONNECTING INFORMATION AND EMPLOYEES
THE CENTRAL FEATURE OF FEVFLEX IS EXTREMELY 

SIMPLE OPERATION – WITHIN 15 MINUTES, THE USER 
KNOWS 90 PERCENT OF THE FUNCTIONS

Easy and fast integration

FEVFlex supports the complete information process in the de-
velopment of new products – from planning and job creation 
through documentation of all activities, data management 
to analysis and reporting. It can be easily and cost-eff ectively 
embedded into existing processes and environments since 
the connections are implemented without changes to existing 
systems. This is achieved by means of the integrated FEVMove 
process. FEVFlex makes it possible to automatically integrate 
information from automation and production systems of all 
kinds in knowledge management, and thus enables the full 
documentation of the test activities and the "prototype life cycle".
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FROM ROAD-TO-RIG-TO-DESKTOP
FEV’S SOLUTIONS FOR MODEL-BASED CALIBRATION MINIMIZE DEVELOPMENT TIME

The complexity of modern control units along with the increasing diversity of powertrain applications and the 
demand for shorter development cycles requires novel approaches to calibration. As a way to address these 
contemporary challenges, FEV uses model-based calibration which focusses on transferring major portions of the 
calibration e� ort from the vehicle to the calibrator’s desktop. FEV o� ers decades of experience in calibration and, in 
particular, with the application of model-based methodologies that have been incorporated into the TOPEXPERT 
Suite, FEV’s central platform for innovative calibration tools.

TEST SYSTEMS SOFTWARE: CALIBRATION AND DOE

TOPEXPERT allows optimal planning of measurement campaigns, 
enables the automatic execution of test maneuvers, either in 
the vehicle or on the test bed, provides numerous routines for 
eff icient data analysis, and off ers the possibility of automated 
data set optimization. These tools allow costly engine and 
vehicle tests to be minimized and allow the developer to avoid 
several manual iteration loops. Tasks that previously required  
days for testing, data evaluation and verification can now be 
accomplished within few hours. 

The TOPEXPERT Suite is delivered with optimized user guidance 
through TOPEXPERT’s workflow concept, calibration guidelines, 
individual training courses, service, and maintenance, and can 

be customized to accommodate specific requirements. Users of 
TOPEXPERT benefit from cutting-edge methodologies to reduce 
development time and increase calibration quality.

FEV’s new DoE-solution TOPEXPERT 
FEVcal: Innovative modeling algorithms

A new soft ware tool featuring DoE based application processes 
has been developed at FEV and became available during the 
first quarter of 2015. FEVcal makes the powerful DoE technique 
easily applicable and addresses the particular challenges in 
automotive development that require tailored adaptations of 
the generic DoE methodology. Special emphasis was placed on 
developing fast and highly reliable modeling algorithms that are 
unique to the market. “We have adapted today’s state-of-the-art 
global modeling techniques based on Gaussian Processes to also 
address the specific characteristics of engine and powertrain 
modeling. This approach, combined with intuitive visualization 
and user guidance, enables the engineer to quickly investigate 
and optimize among others the engine’s behavior,” product 
manager Dr. Silja Thewes summarizes.

Minimized development time, optimized 
results

Special attention has been placed on guiding the user through 
a dedicated, yet very flexible, workflow.
FEVcal off ers a very clear structure that is supported by a com-
fortable interface and feature-rich visualization options, allowing 
even non-experts to apply DoE based development processes. 
FEVcal calculates optimized test plans based on statistical 
considerations, minimizing test bed usage or simulation eff ort 
while, at the same time, enabling high model quality. Based 
upon measured or simulated data, FEVcal creates models that 
capture the behavior of even complex systems and form a 

perfect basis for the subsequent optimization. The high quality 
results enable the user to exploit the full potential of a modern 
powertrain and allowing the rising demands of the automotive 
industry to be met. 

The new FEV so� ware solution FEVcal provides unique visual-
ization options in combination with intuitive workflow-based 
user guidance

INFO

The TOPEXPERT Suite at a glance

  FEVcal Design of Experiments: Virtual powertrain development 
based on DoE

  FACE – Framework for Automated Calibration and Evaluation: 
Standardizing Calibration Procedures through Guided Desktop 
Calibration

  VTA – Vehicle Test Automator: Empower Automation in Vehicle 
Calibration

  TraCE – Transmission Calibration Expert: Eff icient model-based 
transmission calibration

  ASM Box – Actuator and sensor Manipulation Box: Eff icient 
Signal Manipulation for Homologation and Calibration

INNOVATIVE DOE METHODS IN COMBINATION WITH 
UNIQUE VISUALIZATION OPTIONS AND INTUITIVE USER 
GUIDANCE

Written by:
Dr. Axel Schloßer

schlosser@fev.com

Contact:
Christoph Donker
donker@fev.com
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DECEMBER 

19

SEPTEMBER 

OCTOBER 

NOVEMBER 

JULY 

02.07.2015

03.07.2015

FEV Day of Powertrain China

FEV Virtual Engine Day China 

Shanghai, China

Shanghai, China

Sep. 2015 

09.09. - 10.09.2015

15.09. - 17.09.2015

16.09 - 18.09.2015 

30.09. - 01.10.2015

CTI Symposium China

LCV Cenex - Low Carbon Vehicle Event

Automotive Testing Expo China

SAE 2015 North American International Powertrain 
Conference

17th MTZ Fachtagung VPC.plus  
"Simulation und Test für die Antriebsentwicklung"

Shanghai, China

Millbrook, UK

Shanghai, China

Chicago, IL, USA 

Hanau, Germany  

05.10. - 07.10.2015 

12.10. - 14.10.2015 

14.10 - 15.10.2015

20.10. - 21.10.2015  

20.10. - 22.10.2015 

27.10. - 29.10.2015

27.10. - 28.10.2015

24th Aachen Colloquium  
"Automobile and Engine Technology"

f-cell + BATTERY+STORAGE,  
International trade fair for battery and energy storage 

Transrail in Paris

8th MTZ-Fachtagung,  
"Ladungswechsel im Verbrennungsmotor"

Automotive Testing Expo North America,  

SAE-China Congress & Exhibition 

SAE 2015 Transmission & Driveline Technologies 
Symposium

Aachen, Germany   

Stuttgart, Germany 

Paris, France

Stuttgart, Germany 

Novi, Michigan, USA 

Shanghai, China

Plymouth, Michigan, USA

04.11. - 06.11.2015

09.11. - 13.11.2015 

12.11.2015

17.11 - 19.11.2015

24.11. - 25.11.2015  

23.11. - 25.11.2015 

5th Aachen Colloquium, China

Telematics Munich 

FEV Day of Powertrain, Turkey 2015

Aerospace Testing

10th International MTZ Conference "Heavy Duty On and 
Off-Highway Engines"

Aachen Acoustics Colloquium

Beijing, China

Munich, Germany

Istanbul, Turkey

Bremen, Germany

Speyer, Germany   

Aachen, Germany

01.12. - 04.12.2015

07.12. - 10.12.2015

Marintec China

14th International CTI Symposium –  
Automotive Transmissions, HEV and EV Drives 

Shanghai, China

Berlin, Germany

UPCOMMING EVENTS
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FEV-Technical Centers D2T-LocationsFEV-Subsidiaries

D2T Headquarters
11, rue Denis Papin  
CS 70533 - 78190  
Trappes ∙  France

Phone +33 (0)1-30-13-07-07
Fax +33 (0)1-30-13-07-10

sales@d2t.com
www.d2t.com

D2T United States
1393 Wheaton Suite #300
TROY, MI 48083 
USA 

Phone +1-248-680-9001
Fax +33 (0)1-30-13-07-10
d2tamerica@d2t.com

D2T China
3 rd floor, No. 98,  
Zhuanyang Avenue, 
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China 
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Phone +81-042-500-0002
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FEV China Co., Ltd.
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High Tech Zone ∙ 116023 
Dalian ∙ China
 
Telefon +86 411 8482-1688
Fax +86 411 8482-1600

fev-china@fev.com
www.fev.com

FEV India Pvt, Ltd.
Technical Center India
A-21, Talegaon MIDC
Tal Maval District ∙ Pune-
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Telefon +91 2114 666 - 000
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